This is the budget schedule that we will need to follow in order to complete
everything on time.
I would like to start by recognizing those that have helped put this budget together.

1

Our Financial Director, Jason Roberts, does a fantastic job in helping put the budget
together and providing the final print out.

2

Our City Administrator, Bruce Leonard, tries to keep a handle on the spending and
coordinates well with the directors of the individual departments.

3

Both get a little frustrated with the Mayor and we have to get right down in the dirt
but in the end we hope the budget reflects the best interest of the City and the
residents.

4

The budget process all starts with the department directors input though they like to
remain anonymous since some of their requests are sometimes

5

Like pie in the sky. However, with their help we have completed a 25 year Capital
Improvement Plan (CIP) as a guide to make sure our infrastructure is maintained.

6

We have had work sessions on the budget and tonight I will present the Mayor’s
budget to the council. This presentation will only give an overview of the budget that
has been prepared. A detailed budget is being provided by our Financial Director to
the City Council.
The first few sides do not have much to do with the budget but I found them
interesting as I reviewed some of the history of Brigham City. I thank Bruce Leonard
for his creation and suggestions on many of the slides.

7

• Birds eye view of Brigham City and the Great Salt Lake
• Drawn and published in 1875 by E S Glover of Salt Lake City
• The drawing date of 1875 is near the end of our first Mayor’s term of office, Mayor
Chester Loveland.

8

• Chester Loveland was the first Mayor of Brigham City 1867-1875
• He proliferated the Brigham City Cooperative organized by Lorenzo Snow
• When the nation experienced an economical depression in 1873, Brigham City’s
economy was thriving and attracted attention from out-of-town newspapers
(During our economic recession, our economy hasn’t been thriving and our
unemployment rate of 9.2% is the highest in the State – but we have attracted
attention from out-of-town newspapers. However, there are some very good signs of
economic development during this past year and continuing in the current year.)
• Mayor Loveland was actively engaged in building railroads through this area and
we are engaged in trying to understand the extension of the commuter rail service
to us.
• He received land patents for the original platted streets and parks from President
Grant
• He formulated the City’s first laws and ordinances

9

• Expanded view of the 1875 map showing the Tabernacle and the current site of
the Brigham City Temple.
• Tabernacle cornerstones were laid in 1865 and the stone foundation built by 1868.
• Project was interrupted as local men assisted with the construction of the first
transcontinental railroad.
• In 1876, workers returned to the Tabernacle and began building the walls.
• The Tabernacle was completed in 1890 (25 years from the start of construction).
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• Brigham City Temple showing the Tabernacle in the background.
• Tabernacle started in 1865 – Brigham City Temple started in 2010 (145 years later)
• The Tabernacle is no longer the highest point in Brigham City.

11

• The Fifth Mayor of Brigham City is my Great Grandfather on my mother’s side of
the family.
• His home was built on what is now 152 South Main Street just north of the
tabernacle.
• One area of concern for the Mayor was the need for a water system.
• A resolution for the water project was passed and a bond for $24,000 issued.
• A reservoir with a 160,000 gallon capacity and a network of eight-inch water mains
were installed.
• The reservoir still exits today on what is referred to as Reservoir Hill. (Our costs are
quite a bit more on water projects)
• The Jenson home was the first to have plumbing as well as electricity installed.
• We should appreciate those that have gone before us for the great foresight in
obtaining water rights and creating our water system.
• We are currently developing two more wells on the northeast bench with funding
provided by Proctor & Gamble.
• One Cemetery Well failed this last year and funds have been allocated to repair the
well.

12

• Mayor Fife’s view of Brigham City in 2010 – 143 years after the first Mayor. We are
still worried about the same things – railroad problems, streets, parks, water, laws
and ordinances from spice to chickens, etc.
Notice
• Box Elder Creek – flooding control
• Union Pacific Railroad switching operations
• Airport Expansion
• Area for Sports Complex
• Development of 12th West

13

I would like to put an emphasis on our infrastructure this year but without any utility
or tax increase. I think we have the opportunity while construction costs are still low
to complete some projects that will improve our neighborhoods and city. This slide
and the next shows most of the capital projects that I have requested to be funded
during this next year. The second item under streets was funded for this year but we
are still waiting UDOT’s approval. The City Council approved to use the current
budgeted funds to complete the street behind the Intermediate School on 8 th West
with participation from the Box Elder School District. There are also enough funds to
construct a section of side walk on 5th West between the North Forty Subdivision and
Discovery School so the children won’t need to walk in the street anymore.
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Cemetery projects are funded from the cemetery revenue along with funding a
perpetual fund for future maintenance. Airport projects are 95% funded by Federal &
State grants.
Discussed other items.
The detention basin was essentially approved by the City Council when they approved
the concept of participation with the contractor of Cottonwood Grove Housing Plan
in allowing the detention basin to be moved to the west side of the railroad tracks on
the city property. The next slide shows the project.

15

Diagram of the detention basin and possible pressurized irrigation to the subdivisions.
Contractor has paid for the pressurized irrigation piping in the subdivision and will
contribute to the detention basin. There should be enough water to also supply
water to a future sports complex. The City Council has indicated that the proceeds
from the sale of the east side of the Christensen property would be used eventually
to start a sports complex on the west side of the railroad tracks.

16

This slide shows approximately $1 million increased revenue from the Northwest
Economic Development Area (EDA) that could be used for capital projects.
The sale of the Christensen property could be allocated to start a Sports Complex on
the west portion of the Christensen property.
Cemetery fees are the primarily funding source for maintenance and capital projects
of the cemetery as well as a funding of a perpetual maintenance fund.
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We will receive the full benefit of the reduction in workforce made last year. We
believe we are currently at the right staffing levels. However, we have stressed our
Community Development group and have had to receive some part time help from
Cache County. We are in the process of coordinating with Box Elder County in sharing
our inspectors and planners. This will save both Box Elder County and Brigham City
by the sharing of resources.
We were able last year and through out this year to realize some significant savings
overall by changing schedules, consolidating some purchases, and reviewing all
contracts.
Grant funding for our Youth Empowerment Team (YET) Coordinator expired last year;
however, we consolidated the functions of the YET Coordinator and the Youth
Volunteer Council/Volunteer Center in one part time position. We had previously had
two part-time employees running the Youth Volunteer Council and the Volunteer
Center.
I strongly encourage the City Council to budget a full time person to continue the
great progress we’ve seen with the Youth Empowerment Team and the committees
that have been established. This group is about prevention of issues such as suicide,
alcohol/drug abuse, and other abuses. The Coordinator supports and keeps other
efforts coordinated throughout the City. If we help even one or two youth the funds

18

are well spent.

18

We reorganized the city departments and staffing for better efficiencies and support.
It allowed better supervision and work load distribution. Currently, we have a
committee that is evaluating the Fire and Ambulance operations.
We have modified the fleet program to better account for the financing and use of
the vehicles and expensive equipment. We are also reassessing the term period that
we retain the vehicles. Even though a new ambulance was scheduled for last year,
we felt the miles and maintenance history showed that it still has more years of
useful life and we’ll save funds by keeping it longer. We have also postponed some
police vehicles for replacement.

19

We have worked hard on service contracts such as phones, internet, public defender,
lobbyist, purchasing, etc. to reduce costs.
We have consolidated grants and submittals to go through one individual. The staff
has negotiated some employee benefits that have reduced costs and provided as
good as or better benefits such as the dental program, short term and long term
disability programs. However, the health care costs continue to go up.
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We are proposing no utility rate increases again this year. The new automated meter
reading has allowed the billing to be done in one cycle (sorry for the confusion for
some during our first month’s consolidation) and provide better cash flow and reduce
other issues such as the total time before shut off notices are given out.
Rocky Mountain Power continues to raise their rates to Brigham City. We receive
approximately 75% of our power from Rocky Maintain Power.
Box Elder County has also raised the tipping fees to the land fill where we dispose of
our residents refuse.

21

Even though the proposal is not to raise utility rates, we need to reevaluate our
electric billing rate structure so that it can be more directly compared to other power
providers. Most power providers charge a basic administrative rate and then a tiered
system by the amount of power used as well as rate changes for summer versus
winter to compensate for demand. As the structure of the billing is changed, overall
the rate would remain the same per household.
The bullet on the MET tax is just to show that Brigham City is charging much lower
rate than most cities and much lower than allowed by law. Most cities charge the full
rate of 6%. Met taxes are allowed by State Law and enable municipalities to recover
fees from energy suppliers that use our public rights of ways for distribution. They
are similar in nature to highway gas taxes and are collected by the state and returned
to each municipality. Currently, there are no plans to raise the tax.
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Our employees have stepped up during the reduction in force and reorganization to
continue to provide excellent service to our residents. We have a great employees
but we are falling behind in our compensation as I will explain in the next two slides.
The CPI increased by 1.6% last year and I am proposing a 1.6% merit budget to be
provided.
We have also included some funds for market adjustments and normal career
progressions.
Our Workers Compensation incidents decreased 50% this past year and we hope that
the trend will continue. This has resulted in a lower premium. We have formed an
Accident Review Board that reviews all accidents with the intent to improve our
employee’s safety and at the same time save money.
Discuss other bullets -
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This chart shows the compa-ratios for the last five years. Rick Bosworth, our Human
Resources Director, does a comparative survey every year of cities our size. The
compa-ratio is a comparison of our pay scale by job classifications to others. We have
lost some police officers this year primarily due to more pay for the same job
classification.
As you can see our comparison has continued to drop. There are various reasons for
this but I feel even with our continued unemployment that we need to treat our
employees with respect and honor them with an appropriate wage.
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This slide further illustrates the problem and shows the percent increase that our
employees have received since 1997.
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UTOPIA continues to be an issue and we continue to try to manage our commitments
and relationship with the other cities and the Board of Directors of UTOPIA/UIA.
Discuss bullets -
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The budget for 2011-12 that is proposed would require a 14.9% transfer from the
utility fund. The goal is to continue to reduce the required transfer. Last year was a
one time occurrence because of a reclassification of money held in the General Fund.
With the reclassification, there was an excess of funds over the State’s maximum
allowed limit. The one-time excess funds were used to reduce the transfer from the
Utility Fund. The 14.9% transfer for next year is still in line with reducing the overall
transfer.
As a note to the City Council, $175,000 reduction in General Fund projects would
allow a reduction of 1.0% in transfer from the Utility Fund. However, I feel that we
should fund all of the capital projects proposed.
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Last year’s budget was approximately $1 Million less than the previous year. This year
shows only a slight increase but due to the cost savings in expenses it allows us to do
more capital improvement projects.
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This chart shows the General Fund expenses.

29

Total budget – including the enterprise funds
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Some time ago the City Council voted to create two emergency funds which we have
continued. The budget will add $50,000 to the Electrical Fund and $100,000 to the
Disaster Fund. Our Utility Fund Balance is also currently over approximately $2.5
Million and would show an increase during this next budget cycle.
After reviewing our current focus on controlling flooding on the Box Elder Creek, I am
recommending that the City Council consider allocating the use of the Disaster Fund
in improving the aspects of the water controls. I have asked our City Engineer to take
10 minutes to discuss some of the issues in controlling the flow during the spring run
off. First, I will show you a couple of slides taken recently of the situation.
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This is the diversion facility on the South Fork of the Box Elder Creek. It controls
through the canal the amount of fill allowed into the Mantua Reservoir and the
amount that flows down Box Elder Creek.
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Mayor’s Pond controls and equalizes the amount of water that is available
immediately for irrigation purposes during the summer.
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Brigham City is in good financial shape but we need to continue to find ways to be as
efficient as possible and provide the services that are important to the quality of life
of our residents
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